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Decatur Public Schools Foundation
Report to Contributors
Dear Friends and Supporters:

Your Dollars at Work

Since Judy Taylor’s retirement last spring, I’ve been
privileged to observe first-hand the Foundation’s
impact on Decatur classrooms. Judy dedicated nearly a
decade of service to young people in our city’s schools.
Because of her efforts, we have a tremendous platform
to provide students with a learning environment
comparable to those created anywhere in the nation.

Teacher Grants: $92,202.41
Donor-Advised Initiatives: $189,465.18
All activities 2012-2013: $281,667.59

This year we’ve fostered several exciting new
initiatives, in addition to securing continuous funding
for enrichment projects designed and implemented by
teachers. None of it is possible without your support.
And for that, especially in this brightest of seasons, we
are truly appreciative. Because of caring community
partners, our kids can expect innovation and
inspiration every day in the Decatur Public Schools.

Special Event Revenue: 11%
Alumni Projects: 6%
Corporate Sponsors: 17%
Individual Donors: 36%
Investments & Interest: 30%

I look forward to seeing you in 2014!
Zach Shields – Executive Director
zshields@dps61.org

132 teachers worked together to coordinate more than
75 Foundation-funded grant projects during the last
full school year, ranging from $95 to $11,200.
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Your Impact
Corporate and private donations support a
wide range of opportunities for students
See the clockwork mechanism behind our report? This
reflects the spirit of the Decatur Public Schools
Foundation. Every day and in many ways, we help kids
EXPERIENCE the world and UNDERSTAND what
makes it “tick.”
Understanding our place on the planet

Our mission is to put private funding to use in our public
classrooms. Even in uncertain economic times, reliable
community support ensures that EVERY young learner is
given the best possible shot to succeed.
Against the backdrop of high school renovation projects,
the theme for 2014 is “Investing in our Students.”
You can invest in a number of ways:




Real Life Career Exploration




Provide an undesignated gift
Designate a donation for a specific purpose
or project
Purchase a brick to include in our Alumni
Walks at either Eisenhower or MacArthur
High School
Connect us to a corporate sponsorship
Create a specialized fund or opportunity to
give (Example – the Eisenhower Class of 1963
has organized a campaign to create a display for
the new History Spirit Wall.)

Call us to discuss avenues to support students and see a
meaningful return on your investment.
All contributions are 100% tax-deductible, and the
opportunities are endless.

www.dps61.org/foundation –

217/424-3300
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Your Priorities
Contributions fund initiatives
that interest the donor
HOW we impact students is often guided by donors.
Those businesses and individuals with specialized
interests have an opportunity to invest in areas they
find the most meaningful.
ADM generously supports our Earth Day activities
and grants to underwrite school and community
improvement efforts, literacy projects and
academic enrichment curricula. Both ADM and
Caterpillar provide consistent backing to endeavors
that spark interest in STEM-related careers
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Math). The
Symphony Guild partners to assist as we provide 200
loaner instruments for low-income students every
year. Individuals with particular goals might direct
their contributions to music scholarships (The Bob
Jones Music Fund) or the Pre-Kindergarten
program and Community Garden at Dennis Lab
School. New Foundation pursuits for 2014 include:
The DPS Technology Education Center (for
which donors to date have provided $20,000 of an
estimated $40,000 price tag)

Foundation Instrument Library

“The impact that teachers
like Miss Svendsen have on
kids is so meaningful that,
over a half century later,
they are still loved and
respected and come into
focus anytime that people
talk of those who influenced
their lives.”
Paul Osborne
Former Mayor, Publisher of
The Decatur Tribune

Eline Svendsen

The first annual DPS Student Film Festival
(Thank you Land of Lincoln Credit Union for
your $2,500 scholarship award to the winner)
The Eline Svendsen Memorial Fund campaign
(organized through five former students inspired by
Miss Svendsen’s dedication to teaching; in her
memory they established a fund for the professional
development of educators in math and science)
The bottom line? Your gift is as individual as you are.

Fine Arts – Science – Technology – Engineering – Math – Music

What will YOU inspire?

